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A Summary of Wide Screen Processes
Cinerama (1952)

Cinerama has changed the size of the cinema screen
forever! Filmed with three interlocked 35mm cameras,
side-by-side, using a special 6-perforations pulldown
film frame (normal 35mm frames have 4-perf pulldown). The film speed was changed from normally
24 into 26. Cinerama is projected by three interlocked
35mm projectors, with 6-perf frames pulldown, on an
extremely wide and deeply curved screen that captures
an angle of view of 146º ! The sound comes from a separate 35mm film with 7 magnetic soundtracks.

CinemaScope (1953)

Todd-AO (1955)

Todd-AO was the first of all ‘modern’ 70mm processes
(following on various developments of the late 20s) and
had it’s premiere in 1955. It uses a 65mm camera with
65mm negative film stock and initially ran at 30 fps.
Newly developed spherical lenses for the Todd-AO camera added a wide-angle view to the picture without the
troublesome lateral distortion that had bothered some
CinemaScope productions. The original ‘bug-eye’ lens
developed by American Optical, however, had its own
set of distortion problems and was therefore only used
for segments of Oklahoma! and Around the World in
Eighty Days. Prints were made onto 70mm film stock to
have room for 6 magnetic soundtracks and projected
without the need of an anamorphic lens. The screen
was specified as having a moderate curve, not the deep
curve of Cinerama. Beginning with the third Todd-AO
production, South Pacific, the frame rate was standardised at 24 fps. In the nineties the use of magnetic
soundtracks on film was prohibited and DTS designed
a system with an optical time code on the film. A LED
reader scans the timecode from the film and sends it
to the DTS processor to synchronize the sound, which
comes from a CD-ROM, with the images on the screen.

MGM Camera 65 (1957) + Ultra Panavision 70 (1959)

Before any screening of a Todd-AO 70mm film had taken place, in April 1955, MGM decided to produce all
their top productions with 65mm cameras. Lenses for
MGM Camera 65 were designed by Panavision. They
had developed a totally new optical system in which
they had incorporated an anamorphic element and a
spherical lens with a slight horizontal squeeze with a
compression ratio variable from 1.25x1 to 1.33x1. Thus
the system had the widest single-film aspect ratio ever
achieved for commercial films projected at 2.75:1. Projection needed the same anamorphic lenses to create
this extra-wide screen image. Cameras were rebuilt old
Mitchell Realife cameras from the thirties (Billy the
Kid,1930) which were heavy and difficult to handle. So
Panavision decided to build their own new cameras and
the process was renamed Ultra Panavision 70. ‘Ultra’
stands for the anamorphic element in the system. The
process was introduced in 1962 with Mutiny on the
Bounty. Many of the action scenes in How The West
Was Won were photographed in Ultra Panavision 70
and then optically converted into 3-strip Cinerama.
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This process captures with an anamorphic (squeeze)
lens 2x a wider field of view than with conventional
(spherical) lenses on 35mm film. When projected
with the same kind of anamorphic lens the nominal
screen ratio is usually specified at 2.35:1 though it has
changed over the years in some versions to as much as
2.55:1. CinemaScope was the first widescreen process
to achieve world wide commercial success and therefore known as the “granddaddy” of all wide-screen systems. In the beginning CinemaScope prints had four
magnetic soundtracks on the 35mm film and no optical
sound. With the advent of optical stereo soundtracks,
the magnetic sound tracks fell into disuse.

VistaVision (1954)
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This is a 35mm double-frame 8-perf picture running
horizontally through the camera instead of vertically as
is normal. Full-size projection in the 8-perf horizontal
mode was only rarely employed and required a special
projector to have the film run horizontally through the
machine. For general release the VistaVision negatives
were optically reduced to conventional 35mm prints,
which could be projected at an image between 1.66:1
and 2.00:1, without the need of anamorphic lenses.
Paramount’s recommended ratio was 1.85:1. These
‘normal’ reduced 35mm VistaVision prints reached the
screen with notably sharper than usual images because
of the reduction from the double frame negative. White
Christmas was the first of many VistaVision films.

CinemaScope 55 (1956)

This process used a 55mm (8-perf) negative with an
anamorphic lens to record a ‘squeezed’ image. This
was four times the size of a 35mm frame! The original idea was to make positive prints onto 55mm film
for projection worldwide, but this never happened and
for general release the 55m negative was printed onto
35mm film and projected with a 2 x anamorphic lens
on a wide screen. Rumours said that only one or two
theatres gave a special road-show with 55m wide film,
on a special designed 55mm projector. After that the
55mm projection was abandoned. The second film in
this CinemaScope 55 process, The King and I, released
in 1956, was also printed onto 70mm film for a 1961 rerelease and projected without anamorphic lens under
the name Grandeur 70.

Technirama (1957) + Super Technirama 70 (1959)

Faced with a growing demand for prints in various
‘squeezed’ and ‘ünsqueezed’ formats, in 1956 Technicolor developed a system of their own, called Technirama. A standard 35mm film ran horizontally through the
camera with a double frame, the same as in the VistaVision process, but now with anamorphic compression
of the double frame. So they realised CinemaScope size
projected films with supreme VistaVison quality. Technirama used Delrama optics developed by the Dutch
Optical Company “Old Delft”. This unique Delrama
optical system employed prisms instead of lenses to
‘squeeze’ the image. In 1959 an improved Technirama
process was developed, permitting ‘unsqueezed’ 70mm
prints from the double frame negative, under the name
Super Technirama 70.

Around the end of the 19th century, soon after motion pictures had been projected for the first time in
front ofthe public, film makers were looking how to add
colour to their moving pictures. Soon, in 1896, handcoloured films were presented to the public. This was
a very difficult task, as each frame in the film had to
be coloured by hand using two, three or four colours.
Despite the difficult task, for one minute of film nearly

nicolor’ film, as they called the process, superimposed
the two coloured images at the same time onto the
screen were they formed the completed colour picture.
Although the process consisted of only two colours –
red and green – it required a special double projector
and the adjusting of the two frames was often a problem.
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1000 frames had to be coloured, it remained in use for
several years,until the demand for many copies made it
impossible to meet the needs of multiplecopies .
In the 1903 production of The Great Train Robbery,
the gunshot blast at the end of the film was colouredred by hand tinting! In The Birth of a Nation, The
White Rose, Intolerance and other productions director D.W. Griffithalso used hand-tinted sequences. A
newspaper writer describes the tinted print of Intolerance as ‘blue for the Judean story, sepia for the French,
green for the Babylonians and amber for the modern
story, while sunny exteriors were yellow, night scenes
blue and night battle scenes were red’. Even the Russian director Sergei Eisenstein used hand-tinted colour
scenes in the 1925 production of Potemkin and others.
By 1920 over 80 percent of all Hollywood films were

being tinted in some way. In 1946 the Eastman Kodak
Company announced they were going to produce a series of ready-tinted positive films in a variety of colours
called Sonochrome Tinted Positive films.
In 1917 Herbert Kalmus and Daniel Comstock had
developed in their laboratory, an abandoned railroad
wagon in Boston,a new process for making ‘natural
color’ films. They experimented with colour exposed
on two different films instead of one. Their first ‘Tech-

Finally by 1921 the Technicolor process had been improved. The first movie made with the improved process was Toll of the Sea released by Metro Goldwyn
Pictures in 1922. The film was a success but the small
Technicolor laboratories could not produce enough
prints to meet the demand. As the Technicolor company had closed a deal to receive half of the profits of
the film, one year later already the expanded laboratories were able to produce enough prints to make the
picture available to every cinema. In 1924 four Technicolor cameras were used in Rome Italy, for parts of
Ben Hur. And in 1926 another four of the then available
eleven Technicolor cameras were used for The Black
Pirate with famous star Douglas Fairbanks. It was a very
expensive but successful movie as the fans of the star
were excited to see Douglas in colour. The introduction
of sound in the movies ruined the career of many stars
whose voices were not suitable for the ‘talkies’.
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In the early fifties a revolutionary ‘This is Cinerama’
premiered on the evening of September 30, 1952 in the
Broadway Theatre in New York, causing gigantic queues
on the pavement before the theatre!
Exactly 60 years later on September 30, 2012 a new
3-strip Cinerama travelogue ‘In the Picture’ premiered

Pictures by Tom March and Dave Strohmaier
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at the ArcLight Cinerama Dome on Sunset Boulevard
in Hollywood. It was the fulfilment of a dream for Cinerama addict David Strohmaier from Los Angeles, since
he started the research on a Cinerama documentary.
Already at the age of six David ‘s father took him to the
Ambassador Cinerama Theatre in St Louis to see ‘Seven
Wonders of the World’, some years later followed by a
visit to ‘How the West Was Won’. These cinema visits
as a young boy were the start of his admiration for Cinerama! He started in 1997 with the research and spent
the next five years (!) supported by his wife to locate
film prints, cameras and projectors. This all resulted
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...CinemaScope 55
with the new ‘talkies’ sound films! Prof. Henri Chretien
demonstrated his anamorphic lens in 1931 and 1935.
Paramount Pictures took an option on the lens and
shot a number of test reels, but then decided to stop
further developments. In 1937 Chretien exhibited his
lens in a widescreen presentation at the Paris Exhibition, but nobody was interested in any further developments.
After the premiere and huge success of Cinerama in
1952, the film companies were thinking how to regain
the public interest back and so they revived one of their
dormant attractions 3-D films. Despite nearly sixty
stereoscopic films had been produced from 1952 until
1955, the audience soon got tired of wearing polarized
spectacles and so 3-D was abandoned again, in favour of the wide screen. In December 1952, within two
months after the première of Cinerama, 20th Century
Fox signed a contract with the French professor Henri
Chretien for the rights of his anamorphic Hypergonar
lenses. CinemaScope as Fox called their new baby, was
their answer to Cinerama. They immediately put different productions on stage, starting with How to Marry
a Millionaire (1953) and The Robe (1953). Although
How to Marry was finished before The Robe, Fox decided to have the CinemaScope process premiered
with the more spectacular production The Robe. For
the sound they looked again at Cinerama who had 6
stereophonic soundtracks on a separate film, but they
choose a system for their stereophonic sound directly
put on film with 4 magnetic tracks. As they were not
sure the CinemaScope process would be accepted by
the exhibitors they shot a couple of their first anamorphic movies also in regular 35mm without scope. Meanwhile MGM obtained their own anamorphic lenses and
they followed soon with Knights of the Round Table
(1953). They had announced Kiss Me Kate as their first
CinemaScope movie , but filmed it in 3-D because the
anamorphic lenses were not yet available at the time
of shooting. As a precaution they filmed it, also as Fox
did, for normal flat screen. The CinemaScope film How
to Marry A Millionaire was preceded by a short of the

Twentieth Century Fox Symphony Orchestra conducted
by Alfred Newman playing his own composition “Street
scene”. According to the newspaper: ‘You see the whole
orchestra. That is possible in CinemaScope and that’s
why it has been screened!’ Peter Stuyvesant, the cigarette manufacturer in The Netherlands, made a lot of
beautiful commercial shorts of 2 or 3 minutes filmed
in CinemaScope: The Empire State Building, Vacation
on the Cote d’Azur, Springtime in the Netherlands, Famous cities of Europe: Brussels, Famous cities of Europe: Rome, Paris, etc.
CinemaScope was a huge success like Cinerama and a
lot of theatre owners decided to invest in new widescreens, anamorphic projection lenses and new stereophonic sound systems. Fox was an innovator in sound
as well in picture quality, they were the only studio recording dialogue on the set with 3 microphones over
the actors. They started doing this with The Robe and
continued doing this in the fifties on most of their CinemaScope productions. The following year 1954 most
major studios decided to produce CinemaScope films
with the exception of Paramount who was developing
VistaVision. As there was now a great demand for anamorphic lenses Fox contacted Bausch and Lomb to
produce the new lenses for them. Within 2½ years after its introduction 16 000 of the 20 000 cinemas in
the US and Canada were equipped for CinemaScope.
Especially drive-in cinemas were in favour of the large
widescreen projection. The first CinemaScope films
were made to be shown with an aspect ratio of 2.55
:1. This was later reduced to 2.35:1 to make room for
the optical soundtrack (next to the magnetic tracks).
The gamble with CinemaScope had been a success, at
the end of 1954 there were 75 films in CinemaScope
completed.
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Anamorphic lenses on a camera compress and distort
the image in width, while in projection with the same
type of anamorphic lens, the image is ‘spread out’, giving the image a wider aspect ratio than the ordinary
motion picture image ratio of 1.33:1 (*). Already in
1862 the first anamorphosis theory was patented in
Britain while the Zeiss Company in Germany filed a patent in 1898. And in 1930 an invention called ‘Anamorphosa’ was introduced in New York that produces a
widescreen image on a screen using ordinary film, but
film producers were not interested, they were too busy

CINEMASCOPE 55

When CinemaScope found it’s way, exhibitors started
complaining about the image being too grainy, especially in theaters were it was presented on large screens.
So Richard Zanuck from Fox ordered his engineering
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by Rick Mitchell †
Over a century ago, motion picture standards for photography and presentation basically were set and have
only been altered significantly on two occasions: first
by the innovation of sound in the late Twenties, and
second by the “widescreen” revolution that began in
the early Fifties and continues to this very day.
To recap, in January 1953, Fox licensed Professor Henri
Chretien’s Hypergonar lens, which he had developed in
France during the latter part of the Twenties. During
photography, this cylindrical, “anamorphic” lens would
record almost twice as much horizontal information as
its spherical counterpart. By optically compressing or
“squeezing” the horizontal image by a factor of two,
the anamorphic lens was able to record its wider image on the same 35mm filmstock while employing the
same motion picture cameras that were already being
used by the major studios. To project the widescreen
image, existing theatres merely needed to equip their
projectors with a similar cylindrical lens that would
unsqueeze the image and spread the picture across an
appropriately wider screen. Fox called its new process
“CinemaScope” and sought to make it a new industry
standard.

Another approach to widescreen photography and projection occurred in 1954, when Panavision and Superscope developed lenses for optical printers which made
it possible to make anamorphic prints from spherical
negatives. The Superscope system, which had a brief
spurt of popularity in the mid-Fifties, transformed
entire spherical features into anamorphic. The Superscope system was used under such names as Superama
and Megascope until 1963, when it was supplanted by
the introduction of Techniscope by Technicolor.

Challenging the CinemaScope Standard

Soon after the introduction of CinemaScope in 1952,
many anamorphic challengers began to appear on the
horizon. When it set up CinemaScope as a new standard, 20th Century-Fox thought it had covered all legal
bases. Fox intended to own the use of the process and
license it to other companies. Unfortunately, Fox soon
discovered its rights were limited to the patents it had
obtained from Professor Chretien and H. Sidney Newcomer, an American who had also been experimenting
with anamorphic lenses in the Twenties. CinemaScope’s
other basic design patents were considered to be in the
public domain. So, as soon as the principles behind
CinemaScope were published, a number of competing
manufacturers began to announce anamorphic lens
systems. One of the challengers, interestingly enough,
was Professor Ernst Abbe of France, the original developer of the anamorphic lens.
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Almost overnight, other studios, especially those with
a large backlog of unreleased spherical films, panicked
and began to look for other ways to jump on the widescreen bandwagon. Many of these studios simply chose
to mask off the top and bottom of the 1.37:1 photographed image during projection, creating the illusion
of a wider image. The resulting, and competing, aspect
ratios used by the various studios were 1.66:1 (Paramount, RKO, Republic), 1.75:1 (MGM, Disney, Warner
Bros.), and 1.85:1 (Universal, Columbia, Allied Artists). Once they had released their inventory backlog,
these studios began to establish this type of widescreen
process as a standard by instructing their cinematographers to compose images so that no important action
would be lost during projection. By 1956, the studios
had decided unofficially upon 1.85:1 as the standard
for this masked widescreen method.

Techniscope was conceptually the same as Superscope,
except that cameras using this process needed to be
modified to pull down two perfs rather than the customary four. This yielded a 2.35:1 aspect ratio image
that was then optically stretched and squeezed in the
printing process.
In the early Eighties Superscope was revived as “Super
35”. Because of the many cost-saving and photographic
advantages of this system - spherical lenses need less
light and have greater depth of field than their anamorphic counterparts - both Super 35, and its counterpart
Super 16, are widely used today in feature film and television production.

Around this time, Fox’s most serious challenger was
Warner Bros.. Some believe that Fox beat Warners in the
race for Chretien’s patent. According to one account in
Daily Variety, Jack Warner had seen a private screening
of CinemaScope long before it was publicly introduced,
and had attempted unsuccessfully to purchase a one
half interest in the process. Rebuffed, Warner was determined to develop his own process and, to that end,
solicited bids from several American and European optical companies, finally making a deal with Germany’s
Zeiss Optical Company for a system that he would
initially call “WarnerSuperScope”. The announcement
of this newcomer caused yet another panic among motion picture exhibitors, who were already upset by the
seemingly unending stream of technological changes
that were being foisted upon them. At the insistence
of these exhibitors, Warner shortened the name of the
Zeiss process to “WarnerScope”.
WarnerScope did not meet with success. Although
Warners originally had planned to use the Zeiss lenses
on Rear Guard and the Judy Garland/James Mason remake of A Star is Born (1954), the lenses were not ready
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in time. Instead, on Rear Guard, which began shooting
in July 1953, Warners used a lens system called “Vistarama”, that had been developed by the Simpson Optical Company for Carl Dudley. By September, when the
Zeiss lenses finally arrived at Warners, the studio tested
them by shooting footage of the Hollywood Premiere
of The Robe which it planned to use for a sequence in
A Star is Born. When Warners reviewed the footage,
however, it found, much to its dismay, that the Zeiss

According to the late film historian Ron Haver (who
spearheaded the restoration of Star! (1968) in the early
Eighties), when A Star is Born was being restored, the
only version that could be located of a scene in which
Judy Garland is seen working as a carhop was one that
was shot with the WarnerScope Zeiss lenses. Curiously,
in the late Fifties, Warners would revive the WarnerScope name for three features that actually were shot
in the Superscope/Super 35 format.
While the production costs were rising on A Star is
Born, Warners’ treasurer, Albert Warner, who was impressed by the grosses from The Robe, convinced Harry
Warner to go over Jack’s head to arrange with Fox to
use CinemaScope. Jack Warner was finally convinced by
the test CinemaScope footage shot by Milton Krasner,
ASC, and decided to scrap the first ten days of shooting
and start over.
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As a part of the new CinemaScope deal, Warners
agreed to release the Vistarama Rear Guard, now called
The Command, as a “CinemaScope” picture. When the
picture opened, critics noticed that the images were not
as sharp as those shot in conventional CinemaScope.
Some critics even noticed that the image was darker
near the edges of the screen, an attribute noticed during the test screenings of Vistarama in 1953.

Foreign Rivals

lenses had poor resolution and were unsuitable for feature production. As a result, Warners chose to shoot A
Star is Born in spherical three-strip Technicolor.

Outside of the United States, various foreign film companies began to develop CinemaScope-compatible
anamorphic lens systems. The quality of these systems
was somewhat uneven. One of the most significant systems was developed in France by Prof. Abbe, father of
the anamorphic lens, and was called CinePanoramic.
CinePanoramic was the basis of the French DyaliScope
and FranScope processes as well as other processes
used on the Italian “sword ‘n’ sandal” epics of the early
Sixties.
An American company, Republic Pictures, arriving late
to the widescreen party, purchased rights to CinePanoramic, and called it “Naturama”. An interesting aspect

of these anamorphic lenses, which were a separate unit,
was that each anamorphic lens was collimated to work
with a specific prime lens and camera. The Naturama
system, as recently seen on a rare 16mm print of Lisbon
(1956), the second Republic film to use the process,
appeared to have less of a problem with anamorphic
“mumps” than CinemaScope. Mumps occur when anamorphosis decreases as the lens is focused closer. This
moniker came from the fact that actors’ faces, when
photographed in close-up and then projected, appeared noticeably fatter, as though they had mumps.
As a result, directors using CinemaScope were forced
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by Michael Coate
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The First Anamorphic Movies in France (a chronology)
Hypergonar Movies from Henri Chretien (Aspect Ratio 2.66:1)
- 1929 La vie merveilleuse de Jeanne d’Arc, fille de Lorraine (Saint Jean the maid). Directed by Marco De
Gastyne.
- 1930 Construire un feu (To build a fire). Directed by
Claude Autant Lara.
- 1931 Une visite aux merveilles de l’Exposition Coloniale Internationale de Paris (A visit to the marvels of
the International Colonial Exhibition). Short directed
by Benoit et Pierre Levent. This movie was inclusive of
vertical anamorphic sequences as well as horizontal
ones on a cross shape screen.
- 1931 La femme et le Rossignol (The woman and the
Nightingale). Directed by Andre Hugon.
- 1937 Phenomenes Electriques (Electric Phenomenous). Cartoon directed by Paul Grimault.
- Panoramas au fil de l’eau (Panoramas by the river)
Film directed by Jean Tedesco.
Those two movies were each projected by means of two
projectors and a third one for the soundtrack. The two
projectors (a kind of Cinerama) were giving a complete
picture with an aspect ratio of 6.00:1 and projected
on a giant screen of 60m wide by 10m high. This was
demonstrated at the front of the Palace of Light during
the EXPO 1937 in Paris.
- 1949 Lancement du navire Laurent Saint Clair aux
chantiers de La Ciotat (Launching of the SS Laurent
Saint Clair at La Ciotat shipyards). Movie sponsored
by those shipyards.
- 1951 The professor Henri Chretien did some demonstrations of the Hypergonar at the Congres Technique
International in Turin (Italy).

by 9.5m high and with 1.2m deep at the center of the
curve.
June 18th 1953: 20th Century Fox are presenting some
demos at the theatre LE REX in Paris.
December 4th 1953: La Tunique (The Robe) is having the
first engagement in Paris at the two theatres Le Rex and
Le Normandie on flat screen. Aspect Ratio of 2.55:1
with magnetic sound. Before this feature a short was
screened called Horizons Nouveaux (New Horizons)
directed by Marcel Ichac. This was the first French Cinemascope movie and was later also shown at the Festival de Cannes 1954. Between 1954 and 1955 only four
French movies were shot in Cinemascope with magnetic sound and then similar French anamorphic lenses:
Oasis from Ives Allegret, Fortune carrée (Square Fortune) from Bernard Borderie, Frou Frou from Augusto
Genina and Lola Montes from Max Ophuls.
After December 1953, 18 theatres were redesigned to
accommodate the screen and the surround speakers.
By the end of February 1954, 77 more theatres were
equipped. However there was a gradually lack of interest from the public for the magnetic sound and the
studios added an optical soundtrack so the aspect ratio was reduced from 2.55:1 to 2.35:1 to accommodate this soundtrack. In the year 1970, the aspect ratio changed again to 2.39:1 and is now the “standard”
until today. In 1967, The Fox Studios shoot their last
movie in Cinemascope with the feature I like Flint and
moved to the Panavision lenses. The company started
in 1953 and Panavision is today pretty much the worldwide standard.

by Alain Dorange

January 15th, 1954: Marseilles Short demonstrated at
the Gaumont Palace (Paris) with an aspect ratio of
2.55:1 so was similar to the ratio of Cinemascope.
February 22nd, 1954: Le French Can Can du Moulin
Rouge. First featured in Cinemapanoramic and shown
at the Gaumont Palace and Le Marignan (Paris).
June 4th, 1954: Les Victoires du Cinema Francais (The
victories of the French cinema). This short was taken
during the French Film Award Ceremony,
September 7th, 1954: L’Or des Pharaons (Gold of the Pharaos).
This was a short feature. Republic Pictures Corporation (USA) purchased the rights from Cinepanoramic
and called the process: Naturama. Their first movie
was: The Maverick Queen (1956).
Dyaliscope (October 1954)
This process was using only one monobloc lens : spherical plus cylindrical and a third one in between for the
focusing. This lens was designed by Andre Fougerat
and sold by the company Satec in France. One of the
first French movies using the Dyaliscope lens was : Les
Quatre Cents Coups (The 400 blows). Film “Nouvelle
Vague” from Francois Truffaut. This movie was presented at the Festival de Cannes in 1959 and won the
Prize for Best Screenplay.
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The beginnings of Cinemascope
The Cinemascope trade name started in the USA and
actually there were two movies premiering more or less
at the same time: The documentary Aloha Nui shot in
Vistarama and shown at the Hollywood Paramount in
the afternoon of September 16th 1953 and the feature
The Robe at the Roxy Theatre NY in the evening of the
same day. At the Roxy the curved screen was 24m wide

Cinepanoramic (June 1953 to 1955)
The original developer was professor Ernst Abbe
(France). Cinepanoramic was using a cylindrical anamorphic lens plus a corrective lens to avoid the
“mumps” coming from the anamorphic one. Cinepanoramic was a better concept and was used a bit for the
next French processes “Dyaliscope” and “Franscope”
as for some Italian such as “Total Vision”.
The major Cinepanoramic movies were the following:

Franscope (March 1956)
Lens developed by Jean Dicop with the concept to adjust permanently the spherical lens to infinity and focus
with the anamorphic lens. One of the first movies was:
L’Eau Vive (The Girl and the River) from Francois Villiers (1959). The song from this movie was composed
by the famous French composer and singer, Guy Beart.
Technovision (1954)
Technovision was a French company starting in the
early 50’s and specialised in Anamorphic Lenses. The
company was formed by Henryk Chroscicki and more
than 1000 movies have been using the Technovision
anamorphic lens. In the year 2004, Technovision was
bought by Panavision.

With the successful introduction of CinemaScope by
20th Century Fox, Paramount Pictures decided that it
was time for them to develop their own process. They
were impressed by the larger screen of CinemaScope
but they were not enthusiastic about anamorphic lenses with poor depth of field, visible high grain and sometimes poor focus. Then they felt back on an old double
frame 35mm horizontal widescreen system from 1928,
called Panoramico Alberini. After different experi-
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ments a new camera was developed - the Paramount
Lazy 8 Camera with horizontal film transport, exposing a frame of eight perforations wide (twice the size
of a normal frame with four perforations). The large
negative was optically reduced and printed on normal
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Oscar Hammerstein II

Cinéorama,
Circarama
Circlorama
DP 70: Dual
Purpose+ Projector
The first circular motion picture presentation dates
back to 1900 when Raoul Grimoin-Sanson presented
his Cinéorama at the Paris World Exposition. The system used ten synchronised 70mm projectors to throw
a 360º panoramic image on a huge circular screen.
The audience was seated on the large floor above the
projection room with the screen around them, simulating they were in a large basket of a giant balloon! The
hand-coloured film, called A Balloon Trip Around the
World, was indeed filmed from a balloon, taking the
audience on an aerial voyage above the large capitals
of Europe. The unique Cinéorama process was only
shown in public at the Paris Exposition of 1900 along
with another widescreen presentation by the Lumiere
Brothers. It was closed after three days because the
projection booth in the middle with the ten projectors
became too hot with a great risk of fire.

films covering the entire 360° horizon and eleven synchronized projectors produced an image of 2.4 metres
high on a 12 metres circular screen around the standing visitors. Each projector was set up to throw its images through the gap between two pictures onto the
opposite screen. The spectators are finding themselves
in the center of a circular screen, while the action flows
all around them in every direction. They feel themselves
part of the movement when the scene is taken from a
moving vehicle. The Circarama system was also introduced in April 1958 at the World Fair in Brussels. The
Circarama filming unit spent many months criss-crossing the United States to get spectacular views of life in
the US in 1957 to have a completely new film ready for
the 1958 Exposition in Belgium, with spoken comment
in four languages: English, French, German and Dutch.
By 1963 the Circarama system had been simplified by
taking 9 films and 9 projectors instead of eleven.

synchronized and all are started from a master control
by one engineer. A nine-channel magnetic sound system
feeded the fifty speakers situated behind the screens,
and in the ceiling. At least four projectionists were
needed as every man was responsible for three projectors. The only British film made for this system was
called Circlorama Cavalcade. It was the second film in
this theatre in London and showed scenes from London and abroad, it was completely produced in England. For this film the 35mm projectors were replaced
by 16mm machines.
In 1958 during the Photokina Film Exhibition in Cologne,
Germany, a very simple but unique format called Cinetarium was demonstrated. It used one 35mm film projecting a panoramic image onto the bottom of a large mirror
bal hanging from the ceiling, with the result that a 360°
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In 1957 the Russians had developed a similar system,
called Krugorama Panorama. In the beginning it made
use of 22 screens in two rows of 11 screens above each
other. The upper screens showing the sky and aerial
scenes while the lower screens showed the main scenes.
As usual the Soviets developed in 1959 their own circular projection sytem and called it Circlorama. It was
clear that the Disney Circarama served as prototype
for the Soviets! However the Russians used eleven 35
mm cameras to produce the film A Path of Spring and
eleven 35mm projectors (Philips FP20) were throwing a
360 degrees image on a circular screen. The nine channel sound came from a separate 35mm film and was
reproduced by at least 50 speakers around the auditorium.
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In July 1955 the Walt Disney Corporation developed the
Circarama system, to be installed in Disneyland. Eleven
Kodak 16mm cameras were interlocked to produce 11

In May 1963 a Russian traveloque called Russian
Roundabout was premiering in a Circlorama theatre at
Piccadilly Circus in London. A circular screen in eleven parts surrounded the audience and eleven 35mm
Philips projectors FP20’s throw their images through
small portholes between the screens on the opposite
side of the circular screen. All projectors are electrically

image was
thrown from the mirror bal on a circular screen of 12
meters in diameter. Only one demonstra-

The Splendour of 70mm
andThe
Todd-AO
DP 70:
Dollar Princess
Michael Todd was a true showman, who had been
involved in a lot of entertainment business, like stage
shows, state fairs, night clubs and other live entertainment. Since he had been invited for a demonstration
of the Cinerama process in December 1950 he was so
impressed that he joined the company and got immediately involved in supervising the filming of the European
part of This Is Cinerama together with his son Michael
Jr. Six months after the premiere of the first Cinerama

ing new lenses for a 65mm camera, knowing that the
old Mitchell 65mm cameras from the thirties were still
somewhere stored in a warehouse. In 1930 they were
used by Warner Brothers for Kismet, by United Artists for The Bat Whispers and by MGM for Billy The
Kid. But the wide film processes were not a great success at that time, because the cost of conversion for a
new screen and new projectors could not be afforded
by most cinema owners after they had just installed
new sound film equipment. So the old 65mm cameras
were stored for more than 20 years until 1953 when
Dr O’Brien and his team started developing the new
Todd-AO process. AO comes from American Optical
and Todd from Mike Todd. However, they still needed nearly two years to develop the revolutionary new
70mm process.

ing the frame rate from 24 per second to a new rate
of 30 frames per second. In July 1954 Oklahoma! finally went into production at the MGM studios with
a budget of four million dollars. Most of the outdoor
filming was done in Arizona because that looked more
like Oklahoma at the beginning of the century. While
the success of the Todd-AO 70mm process was uncertain the film was simultaneously filmed with 35mm CinemaScope cameras at the normal frame rate of 24 fps.
On 13 October 1955 the World premiere took place
in the Rivoli Theatre in New York. This was the day of
truth for Mike Todd and the gamble had paid off. It was
a great success! As on stage, the movie Oklahoma! also
became a smash hit. The stereophonic sound from six
magnetic tracks on the 70mm film was exciting to hear,
the opening scene of the ‘corn as high as an elephant’s
eye’ ‘giving way to a clear blue sky’, was breathtaking,
as was said in a review. To record the 6 track sound on a
70mm film the prints were first striped with oxide, dried
and then recorded using the 6 track sound master supplied by the studio. Todd mentioned his film a ‘show’
and not just a ‘movie’ and refused to let popcorn be
sold at any Todd-AO presentation. The first year the
70mm film was only shown on a ‘roadshow’ basis with
seat reservation at raised admission prices.
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film in 1952 in New York, Todd left the Cinerama company despite the huge success. He sold his shares because he was disappointed as the board of directors
didn’t want to listen to him when he was talking about
the shortcomings of the 3-panel projection. His dream
was to develop a process with the same effect as Cinerama but with a less complicated projection system.
He contacted Dr Brian O’Brien a famous optical engineer from American Optical Company and explained
what he wanted: a single camera process that would
project a large high quality picture on a curved wide
screen. So Dr O’Brien, with his team started develop-

Mike Todd knew that he would get only one chance to
prove that his new process would become a success. So
he started assembling a group of talented business men
for his project. Among them Joseph Schenk and George
Skouras, both from United Artists, with producer Arthur Hornblow and top director Fred Zinnemann from
England, forming the Magna Theatre Corporation.
Todd’s aim was to produce one film per year as a roadshow in a firstrun theatre with reserved seats in every
major city in North America and later abroad. The first
film in Todd-AO must be a success as there was only one
movie to prove it. Todd wanted a real Broadway hit and
that was in his opinion the famous musical Oklahoma!
Till then Rodgers and Hammerstein had turned down
all offers to produce Oklahoma! as a movie, but they
were so impressed by a test screening with the ToddAO process that they finally gave their permission. They
sold the rights for one million dollar and 40% of the
box-office gross.
In May 1954 American Optical Company had a set of
four new Todd-AO lenses ready for use with two ‘old’
revamped 1930 Mitchell cameras and they started
filming test shots. During these tests they found that a
steadier projected image could be achieved by increas-

In London Oklahoma! premiered in November 1956 in
the 35mm CinemaScope version because at that time
there were no theatres equipped for 70mm projection.
The first 70mm theatre in Europe was the Dominion in
London opening on 21 April 1958 with the 3rd ToddAO production South Pacific. The 70mm screenings
were so successful that this movie ran in the Dominion for more then five years. At the end of next year
1959, two more cinemas in London were equipped for
70mm: The Empire for screenings of Ben-Hur and the
Metropole for the 70mm version of Oklahoma!. After the success of the first openings in large cities, a
70mm short subject, called The Miracle of Todd-AO
was added to the program. It included a roller coaster
ride simular to the one in This Is Cinerama. Mike Todd

Classic 70mm Projectors

by Nigel Wolland

had it made because he wanted to show the possibilities of his Todd-AO process. After one year the 35mm
CinemaScope version of Oklahoma! was distributed at
smaller theatres as a regular film with regular admission
prices.
While American Optical was responsible for the overall
design of the process, they subcontracted the camera
work to the Mitchell Camera Corporation. There were
only eight BFC 65mm cameras ever manufactured by
the Mitchell Company! The development of the special
projector was done by the well-known Philips Electrical Company of Holland. With a lot of experience in
the construction of 35mm projectors they succeeded in
producing a revolutionary new projector in six months
time that would run both 35mm and 70mm film, enabling a cinema exhibitor to screen motion pictures
in both formats by a simple changeover. In 1963 the
Philips Company was awarded with an Oscar for the
design of this multi purpose projector DP 70 that could
handle both 35mm and 70mm film. Till today there
are still cinemas who have these DP70 running after 50
years! One of them is the new EYE film theatre in Amsterdam.

Mike Todd, Fred Zinnemann en Oscar Hammerstein II
on the set of Oklahoma!
miered at the Rivoli Theatre in New York. With a total
of 157 shooting days the film had cost Todd 6 million
US dollar at the time of release.
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The second movie in Todd-AO, Mike Todd’s Around
The World In 80 Days, was an even greater hit than
Oklahoma!. This film was shot in two versions: one
in 65mm – 30 fps for the 70mm release and the other
in 65mm – 24 fps to be printed down to Technicolor
35mm release prints. To finance his film Todd had to

sell the rights of the Todd-AO process to 20th Century
Fox. The result of this deal was that Fox did not allow
Todd to screen 70mm Todd-AO prints without paying
royalties to them! But Todd didn’t bother about 70mm
because he could produce 35mm CinemaScope prints
from the 65mm 24 fps negative and that gave him, especially in Europe, much more possibilities as cinema
owners didn’t have to install expensive 70mm equipment to show his film. Nevertheless Todd made movie
history with this film: Shirley MacLaine, David Niven,
Mexican actor Cantinflas and Robert Newton were
accompanied by 50 other famous stars. On October
17, 1956, the 70mm version of Around the World pre-

Odeon, Leicester Square, London
Another unique feature of this film: there were no credits at the beginning of the movie but a surprising animated title cartoon designed by Saul Bass screened at
the end of the film showing all the actors at work. After
this movie the frame rate was reduced to normal 24
fps since they had developed a system to print 35mm
CinemaScope reduction copies directly from the original 65mm negative. On the evening of the Oscar night,
March 27, 1957, the film received five Oscars. The performance ended in a triumph as Mike Todd entered the
stage of the Pantages Theatre in Los Angeles to accept
the Oscar for the Best Picture of 1956. One year later
in March 1958 Mike Todd was killed in a crash with
his private plane ‘The Lucky Liz’. He was on his way to
New York to be honoured as ‘Showman of the Year’.
The showbusiness had lost a great, truly extraordinary
showman and his promise of the things to come. His
wife Elizabeth Taylor stayed at home because of sickness. Indeed a Lucky Liz!
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MGM
Camera
65‘Oklahoma!’
+ Super Panavision 70 + Ultra Panavision 70
On the
set of
Panavision was established in 1954 when there was a
strong demand for new high quality anamorphic projection lenses. The founder of Panavision Robert E.
Gottschalk brought together a team of technicians who
developed an anamorphic projection lens with better
quality than the original CinemaScope lenses. In a few
years 35 000 of these lenses were sold. Panavision is a
company, based in Woodland Hills, California, known
world-wide for its cameras and lenses. You won’t find a
wider range of high quality anamorphic lenses or cameras anywhere.
When Oklahoma! went in production in July 1954,
the Todd-AO company rented Stage 2 at MGM Studios for checking the daily rushes. MGM being afraid
to miss the 70mm boat decided to develop their own
70mm process and to produce all of their top productions with 65mm cameras. So in early 1955 they asked
Panavision to develop anamorphic camera lenses for
MGM’s new widescreen process. These lenses had a
1x1.33 squeeze ratio, resulting in an aspect ratio to a
colossal 2.75:1 (Todd-AO aspect ratio is 2.20:1). The
process became known as MGM Camera 65. For their
first 65mm production MGM choose Raintree County
with Elizabeth Taylor and Montgomery Clift, released
in 1957. They had planned to release it in 70mm, but
all 70mm cinemas then in existence were occupied with
showings of the Todd-AO feature Around the World
in 80 Days. MGM decided against acquiring additional
70mm projectors at that time, so Raintree County was
released as a 35mm anamorphic print reduced from
the 65mm original. The second motion picture to use
the MGM Camera 65 process was the biblical epic BenHur: A Tale of the Christ released in 1959. Ben-Hur
was very popular by both audiences and critics and was
awarded with eleven Academy Awards, a record to this
day. After these two epic movies Panavision decided to
completely reconstruct the heavy old-fashioned Mitchell Cameras into new improved lighter and easier to
handle Panavison cameras. They re-named the anamorphic MGM Camera 65 process Ultra Panavision 70.
Camera 65 and Ultra Panavision were essentially the

same format, although Camera 65 originally started
with a squeeze of 1x1.33, creating an aspect ratio of
2.94:1, later reduced into a squeeze of 1x1.25, giving an
aspect ratio of 2.76:1.
Famous films in this new process were Mutiny on the
Bounty (1962) and It’s a Mad, Mad, Mad, Mad World
(1962) that was also advertised as Super Cinerama
when screened in Cinerama theatres. The Fall of the
Roman Empire and The Battle of the Bulge followed in
1964. Ultra Panavision 70 was also used in some parts
of How The West Was Won (1962) and optically converted into 3-panel Cinerama.

In 1964 Panavision developed an optical printing process to produce 70mm release prints from anamorphic
35mm films. Now it was no longer necessary to film
with 65mm cameras, to produce a 70mm release print.
The 70mm print could easily be optically printed directly from the original 35mm anamorphic negative. These
are the so-called 70mm ‘blow-up’ prints and despite
Panavision’s president stating that the process was
not meant to replace the Ultra and Super Panavision
70 processes, this was in fact the start of the decline
of the original 65/70mm processes. Famous ‘blow-ups’
from 35mm to 70mm were The Cardinal (1963), Doctor Zhivago (1965) and The Great Race (1965). The
first Panavision anamorphic 35mm film was Jailhouse

read more... in the book
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In 1959, after the success of the Camera 65/ Ultra Panavision 70 process, Panavision developed a complete
range of new non-anamorphic 65mm cameras and
lenses under the name of Super Panavision 70. It was
identical to the Todd-AO process except for the lenses.
The Panavision lenses were made with varying focal
lengths, while the four Todd-AO lenses had fixed focal
lengths, ranging from the huge wide angle 128 degree
lens, called the ‘bug-eye’ down to the 64 – 48 and 37 degree fixed focus lenses. The new Panavision process was
used for a lot of famous movies like The Big Fisherman
(1959) - Exodus (1960) - West Side Story (1961) - Lawrence of Arabia (1962) - My Fair Lady (1964) - 2001, A
Space Odyssey (1968) – Ryan’s Daughter (1970), etc.

USSR
international
coproductions
in 35/70mm Sovscope
The Legend
of ‘Lawrence of
Arabia’
by Johan Wolthuis
Technology
During the Krushchev era the USSR joined the Western
widescreen revolution - and Cold media War - with their
own but compatible technology, including anamorphic
35mm (here named Sovscope-35), Sovscope 70mm
productions (here named Sovscope-70) and blownups. Until the 1970s all Soviet single-lens 35mm widescreen films were 1:2.35 anamorphic, without masked
widescreen. According to Victor Komar (of NIFKI,
Research Cinema Institute) “Nonanamorphic widescreen cinematography with an aspect ratio of 1:65:1
to 1:85:1 is not practiced. This method is considered
artistically inferior and without marked advantages
over the standard method... Since cinema studios as
well as most of the theatres are state property, we can
carry out standardization more fully and the types of
systems used are restricted to those of the best quality”
(Cinematography in the USSR. SMPTE Journal, March
1964).

Daniel Sherlock excludes Sovscope in his detailed corrections to Carr + Hayes on Film-tech.com/warehouse/
tips/WSMC20.pdf.
According to Agnes Surkova in 2012 “By the end of
the 50s widescreen films in the West, made up more
than 50 percent of the cinema repertoire; however in
the USSR this number could barely measure up to the
mark of 5-7 percent” (Sight and Angle in the Cinema of
Latvia, Widescreen in the 1950 and 1960s. Kinokultura.com/specials/13/surkova.shtml). The largest Soviet
studio Mosfilm nevertheless released until 1989 over
500 features in Sovscope-35 and other Soviet studios
produced further anamorphic films. Until 1962 ten
Sovscope-35 features were produced and according to
the Sovexportfilm sales company “In 1969 the USSR
produced 132 feature films and 1.100 short, chronicledocumentary, popular science and educational films...
About half of all the films currently produced in our
country are for the widescreen” (Learn all about the
Soviet Cinema. 1970).

both on 35mm and 16mm film” (Lloyd Thompson,
Progress Committee Report for 1959. SMPTE Journal,
May 1960). In the 1970s “rural cinemas have now been
brought up to the technical level of urban cinemas.
Thus, widescreen films can be shown in 90 percent of
the urban cinemas and 80 percent of the rural cinemas”
(Mikhail Alexandrov, 13 Million Viewers a Day. Soviet
Film, August 1976) and this development strongly stimulated cinema attendance. “During recent years the
admission for every widescreen film in the USSR has
been 15% more than that for a normal-format film and
each 70mm show is attracting a 20% bigger audience
than the average show of widescreen or normal 35mm
film…. By the beginning of the year 1973 85.000 projection units had been converted to widescreen anamorphic presentation and the process is still in progress”
(Trusko and Komar, The Soviet Motion Picture Industry. American Cinematographer, August 1974).
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Output
The disputed and questionable first Soviet 70mm
feature Poema o more (Poem of the Sea, 1958) was
followed by a worldrecord of 70mm films. The 2009
Berlinale
publication
Cinerama
Seattle 70mm Bigger than Life lists some
175 Soviet 70mm productions excluding (at least one
hundred) blow-ups, but an accurate unravelling between Soviet 70mm productions and blow-ups is still a
major challenge while the Soviet information on www.
in70mm.com remains basic. Half of these films were
produced since 1975, a moment when 70mm was more
popular then ever while Western 70mm production was
already in decline. Obviously the 70mm industry could
not survive without the USSR infrastructure and (except Stereo-70) ended in 1989 when also many 35mm
productions became unsuccessful.
Sovscope-35 was introduced for Ilya Muromets (The
Sword and the Dragon, 1956). The website Widescreenmuseum.com lists less than 200 Sovscope-35 and
Sovscope-70 films but confuses both. The encyclopedia Wide Screen Movies by Robert Carr + R.M. Hayes
in 1988 mentions only twelve Sovscope-35 films and

Widescreen cinemas
“By the beginning of 1963 in the USSR there were
about 2.700 motion-picture theatres equipped for
wide-screen projection with anamorphic lens and stereophonic sound,” according to Komar. “In 1970 there
were 157.000 filmprojection installations in the USSR
including 24.000 in towns and cities and 133.000 in
the countryside... Over 45.000 cinema houses in the
towns and villages of the Soviet Union are equipped for
showing widescreen films... About 350 motion picture
houses have been built in many Soviet towns and cities
for showing 70mm films” (Learn all about the Soviet
Cinema) and hundreds more would follow.
All Sovscope-70 productions were also released in Sovscope-35, many anamorphic and some flat (spherical)
films were blown-up to 70mm and initially all large
screen films were simultaneously also released flat
and in narrow gauge. “The USSR has a great number
of rural, school and mobile projection units showing
16mm color and black-and-white motion pictures. This
is the reason why every picture produced is printed

International coproductions
Several dozens of Sovscope-35 and Sovscope-70 films
were international coproductions. Early joint productions already appeared 1928-1929 between Mezhrabpom studio in Moscow and Prometheus studio in
Berlin as “with the meagre means at its disposal, the
Soviet cinema tried to expand its cultural ties with other countries” (The First Joint Films. Soviet Film, February 1971). The first large screen coproduction was
Khozhdenie za tri moray (Journey beyond Three Seas,
1957). This Sovscope-35 film was coproduced with India, a country whose films were extremely popular in
the USSR. “Since then there has been an increasing
number of joint productions with foreign studios. Feature, documentary and popular science films have been
or are being made in conjunction with studios in the
People’s Republic of China and Finland, Bulgaria and
India, Czechoslovakia and France, Poland and the German Democratic Republic” (Joint Productions. Soviet
Film, April 1959).
Large screen coproduction partners outside Europe
included Africa (Egypt), America (Colombia, Cuba,

Sir
David
Lean,of
Master
of Epics
The
Essence
Cinema
According to the book about David’s life: ‘An Intimate
Portrait’ written by his last wife Sandra Lean in 2001,
Gregory Peck stated at the presentation of Lean’s Lifetime Achievement Award in Hollywood on the evening
of 8 March, 1990: ”He is a dreamer and adventurer
who says to us: see the world through my eyes.” In an
interview on CBC in March 1965 David Lean himself,
spoke the following historic words: “I consider myself
an entertainer. I like a good strong story, I like a beginning, a middle and an end... I like to be excited, when
I go to the movies!” Nothing would better prove the
way he was thinking and working than these phrases.
He does not imitate the thoughts and stories of others but he makes them himself. He was the ultimate
filmmaker, who made a total of sixteen films, many became famous and they have garnered fifty-six Academy
Award nominations, resulting in a record number of
twenty-seven Oscars! The Bridge On The River Kwai
(1957) shot in the jungle of Ceylon, won seven Oscars,
for Best Director David Lean, Best Picture for producer
Sam Spiegel, Best Actor for Alec Guinness and for Best
Screenplay, Best Cinematography, Best Musical Score
and for Best Film Editing. It took months to build the
wooden railway bridge with the aid of 45 elephants and
many workers at a cost of 250 000 American dollars
and seconds to destroy. Filming started in October
1956 and lasted eight months. It was Lean’s first epic
film in CinemaScope. The premiere was in December
1957 and the first release grossed thirty million dollars.
The film was re-released in 1964.
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Those were the days my friends...
As a boy of 14, my mother took me to a beautiful cinema in my hometown in 1954, for a screening of the
German operetta Das Land des Lächelns with opera
singers Martha Eggerth and Jan Kiepura. That day she
laid the basis of my love for film and musicals. But it
was also the beginning of a ‘dangerous’ kind of cinema
addiction, that year I went 38 times to local cinemas,
including 15 CinemaScope and 2 VistaVision films. In
1956, even 52 times with the number of CinemaScope
films rising to 26 and 5 Vistavision films. But the next
year 1957, something remarkable happened: in June I
visited Scheveningen, the seaside resort of The Hague
and discovered that the Philips Company had a two
weeks public demonstration, in a special equipped cinema, of their new DP 70 projector! They screened one
reel of Oklahoma! and The Miracle of Todd-AO on a
large wall-to-wall, slightly curved screen in 70mm with
30 fps. I was completely surprised by what I saw there!
One month later I saw the complete musical, however
only in the 35mm Scope version. And that same year
1957 Michael Todd had rented a cinema in Amsterdam
for showing his movie Around the World in 80 Days
for one year exclusively. It had a wall-to-wall screen,
and despite it was a 35mm print, it looked great!
Next year was the year of the World Expo 1958 in
Brussels, with a lot of unique never before seen film
attractions: in one week I saw Circarama: 11 x 16mm
projectors; the Russian Kinopanorama 3 x 35mm film
with Vaste est mon Pays (Great is my Country); and in
a special built Cinerama Theatre: This Is Cinerama and
Seven Wonders of the World. I was completely surprised by all these unique screenings which I had never
seen before. Next year I only went 15 times to the cinema because I was in militairy service. But in 1960, it
all started again: in the new Scala Cinerama theatre
in Rotterdam I saw This is Cinerama and some days
later The Miracle of Todd-AO in a cinema that had
just installed the new DP 70 projectors. In another
70mm cinema in The Hague: Can-Can, Ben-Hur and
for the 3rd time The Miracle of Todd-AO. The end of
this remarkable cinema year ended around Christmas
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in Paris with the 6th Todd-AO film The Alamo. In 1961,
I visited a lot of 70mm films all over the country: CanCan, Spartacus, Porgy and Bess, South Pacific and
the Russian Story of Flaming Years. During a trip to
London in Astoria: Exodus and in Casino Cinerama:
Search for Paradise and in Rotterdam Seven Wonders
of the World and Cinerama Holiday. Wow, six 70mm
films and three Cinerama travelogues in one year. In July
1972, I visited for the last time the Cinerama Theatre in
Rotterdam, watching Seven Wonders of the World, in
October it was closed forever.
Let’s make a large jump to the year 2010: I visited FotoKem in Los Angeles where Andrew Oran, vice president, showed the restoration of The Sound of Music.
First some images of a new 70mm print and then the
digital 4K version. And I was surprised about the quality of the digital images. In the meantime I have seen
a lot of 2K and 4K screenings, in the new EYE 70mm
cinema in Amsterdam a 4K screening of Lawrence of
Arabia, and I must admit, it looked great. Some colors
were a little overdone, especially the white of the wrap
of Prince Feisal (Alec Guinness). But I am convinced
that will improve in the future. On another day I enjoyed a complete different performance: Charlie Chaplin’s silent movie from 1928, The Circus, accompanied
by a grand piano, a beautiful restored cinema organ
and three musicians in the large auditorium of EYE in
Amsterdam. And nowadays you can visit your local cinema and watch a beautiful ballet directly from Moscow
or an Opera from Italy.
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It’s a pity for our generation that analog film and its
wonderful side aspects will disappear, but everything in
this world changes and it is really amazing that film running through a projector was among us for more than
a hundred years! The next generation will not be aware
of it, they are used to all forms of digital information.
There is enough to see in this new digital world, let us
be happy with that.
Johan C. M. Wolthuis, Arnhem, January 2014.
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